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Abstract: Laser vibrometry acts as an important method
for the investigation of biomechanical and acoustical
characteristics of sound transmission inside the middle
ear. Now it became a research tool, but might extend its
applications to the clinical routine too. Up to now the
instrumentational equipment is pretty large (signal

analyzerlgenerator, amplifier, universal measuring
instruments/oscilloscopes, operational microscope, laser
vibrometer,...). This paper presents a solution, that
integrates parts of the signal conversion and generation,
the signal processing and analyzing into a notebook PC

Doppler shift, and the displacement from the counting of
interference pattern shifts.

So far the output signals have been processed and
analyzed by conventional signal analyzers (e.g.,
B&K3550lBrilel&Kjaer). This equipment provides high
functional performance (real-time), but involves
disadvantages concerning mobility and data transfer via pC
for documentational purposes. Sometimes converters to the
low-impedance stimulators are needed. Universal measuring
instruments supplement the equipment.

and eventually realizes a portable measuring system.
The potential application during clinical routine allows

distinctly reduced performance

a

of the signal processing

INTRODUCTION

(limitation

Laser-based vibration investigations of the auditory organ
have been developed as an important tool in the research of
sound transmitting mechanisms. Therefore experimental

Moreover, this analysis can be realized off-line. Standard
stimulation signals should be sufficient. On the other hand the
instrumentational equipment had to be minimized to allow
actual application inside different operating rooms.

setups

with different physical principles and

autospectra

and frequency

responses).

their

combinations have been used: laser Doppler vibrometry, laser

interferometry, holography or simple photodetectors with
evaluation of the backscattered intensity. The regions of
interest range from the external auditory canal to the inner
ear.

to
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METHOD

Therefore a solution has been developed, that reduces the

hardware equipment and transfers most of the signal
processing and analyzing into PC software. A notebook
computer would decrease the PC hardware volume
drastically. A notebook PC 486DX4-100 with 8MB RAM
and integrated l6Bit sound card has been selected. Of course
PCMCIA slots have been necessary. One of them keeps a

data acquisition and control board PCM-DAS l6lDl6
defined

(Computer Boards). This board contains an 8-channel l6BiG
AD-converter with differential inputs. It occupies one slot
corresponding to the PCMCIA2.0I standard.

and the corresponding frequency-analyzed response has to be
determined. That response can be calculated by dividing the

Via an adaptor the object and referencei signals are lead to
the AD converter. That allows a maximum sample frequency
of l00kHz, but dependent of the number of served inputs.
Two channels yield a channel sample rate of 50kHz. The

The experimental procedure involves a

stimulation of the vibration, and the detection of the
mechanical response respectively. Thus the frequency
response of an almost broadband stimulation (white noise)

two autospectra. Stimulation is provided by conventional
sound sources. Suitable acoustically and mechanically locked
converters detect the stimulation reference (input signal of the
frequency response).

needed bandwidth for vibratlon analysis of middle ear
functions is about l2kIlz. By assuming band-limited signals
the requirements of the Shannon's sampling theorem are met.

Non-contact scanning of the system output is performed
Doppler
arrangement. Therefore a commercial laser vibrometer
OFV300I combined with a single point sensor head OFV302
(Polytec) has been used. This head provides high sensitivity
for the backscattered light, which emphasizes the application
to biological tissues. The vibrometer controller OFV300I

device of the notebook PC, driving impedance loads of 8C).
Software-controlled playing of sampled sound periods
generates the standard signals. The above-mentioned
B&K3550 has been used for standard generator during
recording. Fig. I shows the spectra of the recorded signals

returns bandwidth-limitable velocity and displacement

72.8kIIz, sample rate 44.lkHz).

by a focused laser in an interferometer and/or

analogous electrical signals. The velocity is derived from the

The stimulation is provided by the integrated

versus

the original (band-limited white
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example for the characteristics of the frequency response at
the stapes foot plate versus skull bone at mastoid. Stimulation
has been applied by air conduction with white noise between
0 and 6.4kIIz.
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the stimulation is recorded via the reference detector

The notebook is driven by battery during the measuring
cycles. This prevents ground loops and attendant symptoms
of the mains voltage frequency to the output and input
spectral behaviour.

One measuring cycle takes several seconds, depending on
the number of averages. That yields an uncompressed amount
of 882.000 byes data for a l0s sound period, a sample rate of

44.lWfz,l6 bit AD- resolution, and PCM coding. This could
cause delays during loading the PCM data from the hard disk
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The signal processing procedures have been assigned to
the measuring analysis software system SIGNALYS 2.0
(Ziegler Instrumenrs). The program is communicating with
the PCMCIA analog-digital converter via a special software
the

control computer has to be considered carefully. PCMCIAADC and sound board must work simultaneously und thus
have to be served by different intemrpts. Many systems assign
their devices IRQ5 usually, because that is reserved for
parallel port interfaceLPT2, which is unavailable mostly.

Fig.2: Frequency responses at foot plate and skull bone
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The presented equipment performs an universal
portable laser vibrometer instrumentation

for

and

vibration

investigation of the middle ear. Based upon a commercial
laser Doppler interferometer parts of the signal detection,
conditioning, generation and most of all processing and
analyzing have been transferred into a notebook personal
computer. Compared to conventional signal analyzers the
instrumentational volume could be reduced essentially by
providing suffrcient functional performance. Fig. 2 gives an
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und eventually intemrpt the stimulation. That is why a RAM
drive containing the PCM data has been introduced (2MB).

of

'i

and

therefore the frequency characteristics of the generator system
included and eliminated by dividing the object and reference
spectra or calculating the frequency response respectively.

driver. Therefore the hardware interrrrpt handling
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Indeed there are differences between the specffa, but the
level difference for the recorded signal within the frequency
range of interest does not exceed 5dB. Thus it is possible to
generate enough power over the entire bandwidth. Moreover
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